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the content looks like this: 1-5 folder The
place in the code where I had problems

with this was the shared objects. I couldn't
find where the path to the folder of shared
objects was set. You should try to find it.

But I had it much faster than I tried to look
for that part of the code. ;) Link to the full
INI. 1. Field of the Invention The present

invention relates to a system and method
for maintaining battery charge, particularly

to maintain battery charge when a
portable electronic device is not powered
up. 2. Description of Related Art Portable

electronic devices are becoming more
portable due to developments in

technology. Usually, portable electronic
devices such as mobile phones, smart

phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs),
and note PCs must store a large amount of
data including media files, program files,

various media content, settings, and so on.
Therefore, the storage capacity of the
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portable electronic device must be very
large. Moreover, it is not uncommon for
users to carry their portable electronic

devices with them to work or go out. When
users carry their portable electronic

devices with them to work or go out, they
are not always at home or work to power

the device up and recharge it. In this case,
the portable electronic device is typically

turned off. In some cases, users may
consider unplugging their portable

electronic devices to store them in a
drawer or closet for a subsequent use. In

another scenario, a user may consider
keeping the portable electronic devices in
a backpack or bag. However, storing the

portable electronic device is inconvenient.
In other cases, the user may charge the

portable electronic device by connecting it
to a power supply or charger. In this case,
the user may use different power supplies

or chargers to charge the portable
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electronic device
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